
FOR FOLIAR
APPLICATION PHOS-Fe-Zn XTR NET WEIGHT

50 Pounds

(A Foliar Plant Food,
IRON, chelated ZINC, chelated MANGANESE and chelated COPPER)

GUARANTEED ANALYSISGENERAL INFORMATION:
PHOS-FE-ZN is a source of Trace Elements for plants.
It can be applied alone or in combination with a regulr
spray program for folir application. Rates of application
will vary according to deficiencies in ach crcp. Do not
apply at rates higher thil I quart per 5 gallons of wat€r.

PHOS-FE-ZN is compatible with most herbicides,
insmticides, and other agricultural chemicals-

FOLIAR APPLICATION:
Field Crops: Apply l-2 quarts p€r acre in enough water
for good coverage. May be repeated at 10-14 day
intervals.
Pecan Trees and Other Tre Crops: After fruit sets,
apply l-3 quarts per 100 gal. spray. May be repeated at
l0-14 day intervals.
Turf Grs: Apply l-4 quarts per 5,000 squre feet with
enough water to assurc good coverage. May be rcp€ated at
20-30 day intervals.

TOTAL NTTROGEN (N) .......

AVAILABLE PHOSPHORIi

BUFFERING AID:
PHOS-FE-ZN contains a buffering agent that lowers the
pH of alkaline water and helps prevent hydrotysis in the
spray tank.
As a buffering aid usc at the rate of 1 quart p€r 100 gal. of
spray in high or low volume sprayes.

ADDITION TO LIQUID FERTILIZER:
PHOS-FE-ZN can be added directly to nitrogen fertilizem
with minimal adjaiation. Do not add to aqua ammonia,
phosphate solutions, or solutions containing excessive
amounts of fre ammonia.

CONDITIONS OFSALE

Seller warants that the product confoms to its chemical
description and is rasonably fit for the purpom stated on
the label when used in accordance with directions under
normal conditions of use, but neither this wmanty nor any
other waranty of merchantability of fitness for a particular
purpose expressed or implied, extends to the us of this
product con(rary to label inskuctions or under abnormal
conditions, or under conditions not reasonably foreseeable
to the seller and buyer assumes the risk of any such use.


